We welcome and appreciate the comment by Braun and Schmidt [1] on our recent correspondence [2] about the gambler's fallacy in goalkeeper behaviour during penalty shoot-outs. Braun and Schmidt [1] assert that the binomial is more appropriate for analysing the data than our resampling approach. Their analyses appear to assume that dive direction is binomially distributed with a probability of 0.5. In fact, there are several biases in goalkeeper behaviour. First, we showed that kickers have a slight bias to kick to the goalkeeper's right, and that goalkeepers also have a slight bias to dive rightwards. This bias did not cross the conventional signifi cance threshold in our data, but it still cannot be ignored when modelling sequences of actions. Repeated independent sampling from any distribution produces a sequential pattern that depends on the bias. The binomial distribution used to test hypotheses about sequential dependence should, therefore, have the same biases as the actual sample.
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We welcome this opportunity to clarify our analysis strategy. We used binomial tests to investigate overall bias in left/right goalkeeper dive directions. In those tests, we examined whether dive direction probability is equal (i.e. 50%) for left and right directions on each independent trial, and so a binomial test is appropriate. Overall left/ right bias is, of course, not affected by sequence order. In contrast, we used a bootstrap reshuffl ing approach for analysing sequential behaviour, because sequences are the important variable, rather than simply dive direction on each independent trial. Our bootstrap reshuffl ing approach randomises sequences of kick directions, and also of dive directions, while maintaining the existing left/right biases of each distribution. This allowed us to build realistic null distributions of sequences of kicks and of sequences of dives.
We used these distributions to calculate the hypothetical probability of switching -the probability of diving in the opposite direction from the previous kick -if goalkeepers were to lack any sequential dependence on previous kick directions. Importantly, we do not assume that goalkeepers have a 50% switching probability. Figure 1 below clearly illustrates that randomly shuffl ing kick and dive sequences can produce biased distributions for probability of switching dive direction relative to last kick direction if the kick sequence and dive sequence are themselves biased. Specifi cally, the probability of switching dive direction relative to the last kick is reduced when there is a bias for kicking and/or Correspondence diving in one direction. To give a trivial example, if goalkeepers and kickers both have a 70% rightward bias, one would expect few cases where the goalkeeper dives in the opposite direction from the previous kick.
To be clear, our original analysis compared actual switching data to hypothetical data generated by resampling the actual biased distributions of kick and dive directions. This gives a different result from comparing actual data to hypothetical data generated from unbiased distributions of kicks and of dives. The distribution of switching against which the data are compared should acknowledge existing directional biases in kicks and dives. The null hypothesis for our statistical approach based on reshuffl ing acknowledges these biases.
We are grateful for the additional work that Braun and Schmidt [1] have contributed. The additional data they analyse are interesting, but we do not believe that their fi ndings undermine our original work. 
